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tl dr use whichever you like but don t spent
too much time thinking about any potential
semantic difference for the most part there
isn t one edit singular or plural the
construction subject text with application s
to associated subject s is relatively formal
the distinction between application and
applications is that application is an
uncountable noun in that context and thus
expresses general applicability applications
is the unmodified plural of an application and
the reader will expect suggestions for
applications when to is used that makes
interactive media the direct object something
someone external applies eye tracking to
interactive media when you use in that means
interactive media is an adverbial you apply
eye tracking apply on is a term used to mean
place on the surface of e g one applies a
bandage on their skin x applies to y means x
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has to do with y in regard to relating topics
so you want to use to apply for meaning try to
obtain a certain job or place on a course etc
she applied for the position of transport
manager various art courses apply to means put
in your application forms etc to a certain
establishment company she applied to walmart
and daimler benz a 1 an act of putting
something to use application of new techniques
2 a use to which something is put new
applications for old remedies b an act of
administering or laying one thing on another
application of paint to a house apply to this
is the idiom to use when you are putting
yourself forward as a candidate for something
such as a course of study or a job you apply
to graduate school you apply to a company for
employment you apply to a bank s loan
department for a loan apply for what is the
difference between apply to and apply for
apply to should be used when you want to apply
to a thing or entity for a particular reason i
e apply to the office for a job apply for
should be used when you apply for something
that you want to obtain i e apply for a job an
official request for something usually in
writing a letter of application free
information will be sent out on application to
if you ask the central office i ve sent off
applications for four different jobs apply to
someone if something such as a rule or law
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applies to you it involves you or is important
to you this law only applies to people over
the age of eighteen that part of the form is
for uk citizens it doesn t apply to you see
apply more examples can somebody advise me
when if i could use application to and
application for for instance i am gonna use it
in a title like this applications to graduate
business programs ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃn for job course
countable uncountable a formal often written
request for something such as a job permission
to do something or a place at a college or
university a planning patent visa application
we have received applications from more than 3
000 students you need to complete the online
application form noun the act of applying to a
particular purpose or use relevance or value
the practical applications of space technology
the act of asking for something an application
for something such as a job or a place at a
college is a formal written request to be
given it app and application are two terms
that in years past have been used
interchangeably to refer to computer programs
in windows 10 the difference between them has
become significant applications are pieces of
software that enable a user to perform certain
tasks on a computer or mobile device all
computers and mobile devices contain preloaded
or built in applications such as a web browser
calculator and media player applications and
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admissions domestic students applying to
utokyo take the common national university
entrance examination following which
successful students can choose to take the
university of tokyo s entrance examination
undergraduate and graduate admissions are
accepted for start in april and in october
there is a wide range of apps but some key
categories are productivity collaboration and
business using your computer s tools you have
the ability to know what apps are running and
to close any or all of those apps learn about
what applications are and how to manage them
undergraduate admissions for information on
undergraduate admissions please visit the
pages below admissions policy of the
university of tokyo japanese government
monbukagakusho mext scholarship research
students traditional undergraduate programs in
japanese undergraduate programs in english
peak and gsc here s how to get started launch
search for and open the paint application in
the taskbar start menu or app list if you do
not see it you can download it from the
microsoft store when the application opens
click on the cocreator icon on the top right
side of the in app toolbar to open the
experience if you do not see the cocreator
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word usage choosing between with applications
to and May 23 2024 tl dr use whichever you
like but don t spent too much time thinking
about any potential semantic difference for
the most part there isn t one edit singular or
plural the construction subject text with
application s to associated subject s is
relatively formal
prepositions can one say with application to
instead of Apr 22 2024 the distinction between
application and applications is that
application is an uncountable noun in that
context and thus expresses general
applicability applications is the unmodified
plural of an application and the reader will
expect suggestions for applications
word choice applications in vs applications to
english Mar 21 2024 when to is used that makes
interactive media the direct object something
someone external applies eye tracking to
interactive media when you use in that means
interactive media is an adverbial you apply
eye tracking
prepositions expression application to or
application Feb 20 2024 apply on is a term
used to mean place on the surface of e g one
applies a bandage on their skin x applies to y
means x has to do with y in regard to relating
topics so you want to use to
prepositions apply to vs apply for an
opportunity Jan 19 2024 apply for meaning try
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to obtain a certain job or place on a course
etc she applied for the position of transport
manager various art courses apply to means put
in your application forms etc to a certain
establishment company she applied to walmart
and daimler benz
application definition meaning merriam webster
Dec 18 2023 a 1 an act of putting something to
use application of new techniques 2 a use to
which something is put new applications for
old remedies b an act of administering or
laying one thing on another application of
paint to a house
apply to apply for and apply with daily
writing tips Nov 17 2023 apply to this is the
idiom to use when you are putting yourself
forward as a candidate for something such as a
course of study or a job you apply to graduate
school you apply to a company for employment
you apply to a bank s loan department for a
loan apply for
apply to vs apply for difference explained for
beginners Oct 16 2023 what is the difference
between apply to and apply for apply to should
be used when you want to apply to a thing or
entity for a particular reason i e apply to
the office for a job apply for should be used
when you apply for something that you want to
obtain i e apply for a job
application definition in the cambridge
english dictionary Sep 15 2023 an official
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request for something usually in writing a
letter of application free information will be
sent out on application to if you ask the
central office i ve sent off applications for
four different jobs
apply to definition in the cambridge english
dictionary Aug 14 2023 apply to someone if
something such as a rule or law applies to you
it involves you or is important to you this
law only applies to people over the age of
eighteen that part of the form is for uk
citizens it doesn t apply to you see apply
more examples
application to vs for wordreference forums Jul
13 2023 can somebody advise me when if i could
use application to and application for for
instance i am gonna use it in a title like
this applications to graduate business
programs
application noun definition pictures
pronunciation and Jun 12 2023 ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃn for
job course countable uncountable a formal
often written request for something such as a
job permission to do something or a place at a
college or university a planning patent visa
application we have received applications from
more than 3 000 students you need to complete
the online application form
application definition meaning dictionary com
May 11 2023 noun the act of applying to a
particular purpose or use relevance or value
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the practical applications of space technology
the act of asking for something
application definition and meaning collins
english dictionary Apr 10 2023 an application
for something such as a job or a place at a
college is a formal written request to be
given it
what s the difference between an app and
application Mar 09 2023 app and application
are two terms that in years past have been
used interchangeably to refer to computer
programs in windows 10 the difference between
them has become significant
what are applications with types and
differences indeed Feb 08 2023 applications
are pieces of software that enable a user to
perform certain tasks on a computer or mobile
device all computers and mobile devices
contain preloaded or built in applications
such as a web browser calculator and media
player
applications and admissions the university of
tokyo Jan 07 2023 applications and admissions
domestic students applying to utokyo take the
common national university entrance
examination following which successful
students can choose to take the university of
tokyo s entrance examination undergraduate and
graduate admissions are accepted for start in
april and in october
understanding applications codecademy Dec 06
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2022 there is a wide range of apps but some
key categories are productivity collaboration
and business using your computer s tools you
have the ability to know what apps are running
and to close any or all of those apps learn
about what applications are and how to manage
them
undergraduate admissions the university of
tokyo Nov 05 2022 undergraduate admissions for
information on undergraduate admissions please
visit the pages below admissions policy of the
university of tokyo japanese government
monbukagakusho mext scholarship research
students traditional undergraduate programs in
japanese undergraduate programs in english
peak and gsc
how to unlock new experiences on your copilot
pc Oct 04 2022 here s how to get started
launch search for and open the paint
application in the taskbar start menu or app
list if you do not see it you can download it
from the microsoft store when the application
opens click on the cocreator icon on the top
right side of the in app toolbar to open the
experience if you do not see the cocreator
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